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ABSTRACT:
This report considers an asynchronous (non-coherent) method of
demodulating a carrier that is phase-reversal modulated by a two-level
waveform. The comparatively simple demodulation technique treated
relies on the conversion of a phase-modulated (PM) signal to an am-
plitude-modulated (AM) signal by appropriate filtering of the fre-
quency components of the received phase-reversal modulated carrier.
The resulting AM signal is then detected with a conventional en-
velope detector and the digital data is recovered with appropriate
threshold and logic circuits.
The experimental asynchronous demodulation system requires approx-
imately 12 db greater signal-to-noise power ratio for the same prob-
ability of error relative to the optimum performance of the coherent
demodulation system. Thus with a signal-to-noise ratio of 18 db or
greater, the asynchronous demodulation system has a measured probability
of error of 10 or less; a signal-to-noise ratio of 23 db provides a
measured probability of error of about 10 . Apart from simplicity,
the asynchronous demodulation system has the advantage of not re-
quiring prior knowledge of the transmitted signal's precise char-
acteristics as is required in some coherent demodulation systems.
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In the past decade the rise to prominence of digital data trans-
mission systems has been the result of a number of scientific require-
ments and developments which include telemetry and data processing by
digital computers. Today such computers are linked by digital data
networks; data, telemetry and control signals are commonly transmitted
over digital data links; some communication satellites use digital trans-
mission systems; the commercial telephone system uses digital signals
to transmit voice and television signals over land lines as well as
radio-frequency links [Ref. 1]. Digital data may assume a variety of
forms with the binary or two-symbol signal being the most common.
Radio transmission of binary signals requires a radio-frequency
carrier modulated by the discrete waveform representing the information
to be transmitted. Various forms of carrier modulation are possible
such as on-off keying, frequency-shift keying, phase-shift keying, etc.
Of the various types of modulation tabulated by Bennett and Davey
[Ref. 2, pp. 225-39], coherent binary phase modulation or phase reversal
modulation (PRM) ranks highest in almost all categories of performance.
For example, PRM provides the lowest probability of error for a given
signal-to-noise power ratio [Ref. 3].
Bennett and Davey [Ref. 2, p. 238, Table 11-2] also note that the
coherent types of binary phase-modulation systems are generally more
complex to instrument. This is because coherent demodulation requires
the mixing (multiplication) of the received signal with a replica of
the transmitted signal. This replica is produced in the receiver and
requires prior knowledge by the receiver of the transmitted waveform
characteristics such as carrier frequency or data rate. This knowledge
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is then applied In the design of the demodulator. This required re-
lation between the demodulator characteristics and the transmitted
waveform not only introduces complexity but also prevents use of a
given demodulator vrith other similar systems.
This study investigates an asynchronous (non-coherent) method of
demodulating a PRM carrier. This comparatively simple demodulation
technique relies on the conversion of a phase-modulated (PM) signal to
an amplitude-modulated (AM) signal by appropriate filtering of the fre-
quency components rf the received PRM carrier. The resulting AM signal
is then detected with a conventional envelope deteciicr and the digital
data is recovered with appropriate threshold and logic circuits.
A. PRM Systems
Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a basic PRM transmitting system and
shows typical waveforms. The phase-reversal modulator in Fig. 1 is
usually a balanced ir.ixer as explained in Chapter 4. Depending on the
particular coherent demodulation technique, it may be necessary to main-
tain close tolerance on the carrier frequency f
,
the carrier phase or










FIG. 1. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A TRANSMITTING SYSTllM USING
PHASE-REVERSAL MODULATION.
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Demodulation of a phase-reversal modulated (PRM) signal by a
coherent or differentially coherent process requires some knowledge of
the transmitted signal's characteristics. Fig. 2 is a block diagram















FIG. 2. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A COHERENT DEMODULATION SYSTEM.
often generated by a highly stable local oscillator or by a phase-
locked loop. Postdetection processing of the signal may take many
forms. The differentially coherent demodulation system shown in Fig. 3
uses a delay line to permit correlation of the waveform in the present
pulse interval with that in the preceding interval to establish the
crosscorrelation product as either positive (no change of phase) or
negative (change of phase) . The differentially coherent demodulation
system requires knowledge of the data rate by the receiver. The
systems of Figs. 2 and 3 have nearly equal performance [Ref. 3],
In an asynchronous demodulation system, it is assumed that the





















FIG. 3. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A DIFFERENTIALLY COHERENT
DEMODULATION SYSTEM.
and that the data rate is neither well knovm nor fixed. It is apparent
that there is a penalty associated with this lack of prior knowledge of
the signal parameters. It is shown experimentally in this report
that this penalty is an approximately 12 db greater signal-to-noise
power ratio required by a particular asynchronous demodulation system
as compared to the coherent systems for the same probability of error
of the recovered digital data. This degraded performance is offset
in part by the simplicity of the design and the operation of the
as3mchronous demodulation system. Fig. 4 is a block diagram of the
asynchronous demodulation system considered in this report. The
filter used in the experiment is a mechanical bandpass filter which
serves as the PM-to-AM transducer. The operation of this system is



















FIG. 4. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF AN ASYNCHRONOUS SYSTEM TO
DEMODULATE A PHASE-REVERSAL MODULATED CARRIER.
B. Plan of the Report
In Chapter 2 the theoretical performance and the experimental
results obtained using a coherent demodulation system are compared.
The experimental results, which indicate the probability of error vs
signal-to-noise power ratio performance of the asynchronous demodulation
system, are presented.
An analysis of coherent demodulation systems is presented in
Chapter 3. The results of a computer-aided analysis of the amplitude-
modulated carrier envelope of the filter output of the asynchronous
demodulation system is also presented in Chapter 3.
Chapter A details the experimental procedure and describes the
circuitry and operation of the major elements of the experimental PRM
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modulator, the coherent demodulator and the asynchronous demodulator.
Conclusions and recommendations are presented in Chapter 5.
Appendices A and B present details supporting the material in the body




This chapter presents the experimental and some analytical re-
sults pertaining to the coherent and to the asynchronous demodulation
systems considered. Using these results, a comparison of these two
types of systems is possible. With a coherent demodulation system of
the type shown in Fig. 2 a probability of error of 10 at a SNR of 7.3
db is obtained. This study shows that with an asynchronous demodulation
system like that of Fig. 4 a probability of error of 10 can be ex-
prected at a SNR of 18 db; with a SNR of about 22 db , a probability of
error of 10~ can be expected.
A. Coherent Detection System
Lawton [Ref. 4j, Cahn [Ref. 5] and others have calculated the
theoretical probability of error P as a function of the signal-to-noise
power ratio (SNR), or alternatively as a function of the ratio of energy
per bit to noise power per Hertz of bandwidth, for various types of
modulation. Additionally, these authors present experimental results
indicating that in practice the theoretical performance curves are
shifted to the right (higher SNR for the same P ) by 0.5 to 1,0 db
.
Fig. 5 presents Cahn's resuits showing the theoretical coherent de-
modulation system's performance and a number of experimentally deter-
mined performance points. Fig. 5 also shows the experimental results
obtained from this study. The system used to obtain the data of Fig. 5
is considered in Chapter 4 of this report.
In practical applications the transmitted signal would normally
be band limited to conserve the frequency spectrum. The analysis in
Chapter 3 of a PRM carrier modulated by a square wave shows that when
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FIG. 5. A PLOT OF THE THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
PERFORMANCE OF A COHERENT DEMODULATOR.
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first two non-zero upper and first two non-zero lower spectral com-
ponents) a degradation in performance of only about 0.5 db relative
to the wideband (unfiltered) case results. The coherent demodulation
system would normally be equipped with a predetection bandpass filter
to limit total noise power and reject undesirable harmonically re-
lated spurious frequency components. When the data rate is lower
than the maximum allowed by the bandpass predetection filter an
additional degradation in performance of up to 1.6 db can result.
For example in a coherent demodulation system with a 50 kHz pre-
detection bandpass filter, the coherent demodulator performance curve
is located about 1.5 db to the right of the optimum performance curve
shown in Fig. 5 when the carrier is PRM by a sauare wave which switches
at a 10.6 kHz rate.
B. Asynchronous Demodulation System
Four basic factors affect the performance of the asynchronous
demodulation system. These factors are (1) received signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR)
, (2) the number and weighting of the spectral components
at the output of the bandpass filter, (3) the threshold level V^ of
the level detector and (4) the width T. of the time window of the
postdetection pulse-width discriminator. (See Fig. 6 for a definition
of V J , T, and other parameters.) All but the SNR are controllable
in the asynchronous system which is considered in detail in Chapter 4
of this report.
The effect, as determined experimentally, of using a pulse width
discriminator (PWD) in the postdetection processing of the detected
signal is shown in Fig. 7. An improvement in SNR of about 1.0 db at a
-3 -5
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FIG. 6. A TYPICAL ENVELOPE X (t) OF THE PM-TO-AM CONVERTER
SHOWING SYSTEM PARAMETERS V ^ , T , AND x" .
a a s
PWD. It was found in the experiment that there is a range of settings
of T over which no detectable difference in system performance is
d
noted. In each of the experiments T, was adjusted to the value which
produced the best measured performance at a SNR of 20 db
.
The curves of Fig. 8 show the effect on the asynchronous demod-











FIC. 7. A PLOT OF THE PERFORMANCi: 0? AN ASYNCHRONOUS
DEMODULATION SYSTEM WITH AND WITHOUT A PULSE-WIDTH
DISCRIMINATOR (PWD) . The carrier is phase-reversal
modulated by a square wave. Four spectral components
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FIG. 8. A PLOT OF THE PERFORMANCE OF AN ASYNCHRONOUS
DEMODULATION SYSTEM FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF THRESHOLD
LEVEL V . The carrier is phase-reversal modulated by
a square wave. Four spectral components of the filtered
carrier are retained.
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varied. The filter output spectrum consists of four upper side fre-
quencies of the square-wave modulated PRM carrier. In each case, a
value of threshold voltage V, relative to the peak-to-valley voltage
difference X (see Fig. 6) of the envelope detector output was selected,
the PWD window T, was optimized and data points were determined for
various values of SNR. The table in Fig. 8 lists the demodulator para-
meters associated with each curve.
As expected the system performance is dependent on the proper se-
lection of threshold V , . A surprising result is that the value of the
threshold voltage V, which yields the minimum P at a given SNR is an
a e
approximately constant percentage (32%) of the envelope peak-to-valley
voltage difference X . This result is apparently independent of en-
velope side-lobe level or width of the main lobe. (See column 4 of
Table 1.)
Curve Content of Filter Switching V /X Average Pulse T,
of Output (harmonic Rate Width at Level
Fig. 9 number) (traver- Detector Out-





Table 1 - Summary of parameters of Asynchronous Demodulation System
under best performance conditions (Fig. 9)
.
Data on the performance of the asynchronous demodulator as a
function of the number of spectral components in the filter output for
PRM by a square wave is presented in Fig. 9. In these experiments the
number of the spectral components in the filter output is established
23
12,281 .316 26.0 3.6
10,647 .325 30.0 7.0
8,419 .318 36.0 7.0







FIG. 9. A PLOT OF THE PERFORMANCE OF AN ASYNCHRONOUS
DEMODULATION SYSTEM FOR DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF RETAINED
SPECTRAL COMPONENTS. System parameters are adjusted
to yield optimum performance as determined experiment-
ally (See Table 1).
2A
by adjusting the switching rate (frequency) of the modulating square-
wave. The values of V, and T, are adjusted until the minintum P is ob-
tained for a SNR of 20 db (measured at the filter output) . To obtain
the data points, the system parameters were fixed and SNR was varied.
As expected, the performance improves as the number of spectral com-
ponents retained is increased (or for a fixed filter bandwidth, per-
formance improves by reducing the data rate)
.
Fig. 9 also indicates the degradation in performance resulting
from improper filtering of the T>RM carrier (curve D) . For curve D
five side frequencies (first lower and first four upper of ^RM by a
square-wave) were passed by the filter. Table 1 lists the system
parameters for each of the curves of Fig. 9.
In summary, values of the system parameters V (expressed as
Vj/X ) and Tj (expressed as a fraction of the average pulse width (PW)
at the output of the level detector) which optimize the performance of the
asynchronous demodulation system are V,/X - 0.32 and Tj/PW ~ 0.25.
The pulse width at the output of the threshold detector is approx-
imately the 3 db width of the major lobe of the envelope of the filter
output, which is a function of the modulating waveform and filter
characteristics (see Fig. 6) . The performance of the asynchronous
demodulation system as a function of SNR and data rate parallels that




As suggested in Chapter 1, phase-reversal modulation of a carrier
is easy to accomplish in practice compared with the generally employed
coherent demodulation process. This investigation was motivated by an
understanding of the time and frequency descriptions of PRM, both of
which suggest the possibility of asynchronously demodulating the PFM
carrier with simple circuitry.
From the time-domain description of a PRH carrier it is seen that
asynchronous demodulation by using the waveform discontinuity (phase-
reversal of the carrier) generated by the changes of state of the binary
modulating signal is possible. Differentiation of the PRM carrier will
generate voltage spikes at the points of carrier discontinuity; however,
as shown in Appendix A this method of detection is not satisfactory
because the amplitude of the resulting voltage spike depends on the
phase of the carrier at the time of phase reversal. For this reason,
this method of asynchronous demodulation is not considered further.
Fourier transform analysis indicates that the spectrum of a
periodic pulse-modulated carrier is discrete. As shown in this chap-
ter, if these spectral components are selectively filtered, the re-
sulting waveform is an amplitude-modulated carrier. This phase-
modulation to amplitude-modulation (PM to AM) conversion process, used
in the experimental procedure, produces major lobes in the envelope of
the filtered carrier. These envelope variations are then detected and
processed to recover the binary modulating signal.
As shown in this chapter it is generally not possible to analyze
completely the performance of the asynchronous demodulation system
considered by this study. A statistical analysis or simulation of this
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asynchronous demodulation system may be performed with the aid of a
digital computer. Such a computer study was not considered in this
investigation. Basic analyses of the modulation process and of co-
herent demodulation of PRM are reviewed. Additionally, an analytical
approach to the asynchronous demodulation system of interest here is
briefly considered.
A. Phase-Reversal Modulation
A phase-reversal modulated sinusoidal carrier is represented by
the expression
v(t) = Acos(w^t + e(t)) (1)
where A is a constant, to is the carrier frequency in rad/sec and G(t)
has values and tt. An alternate expression for a PRM carrier is
v(t) = E(t) [Acos w t] (2)
o
where the term E(t) is the equivalent of cos Q(t) and assumes values









V(f) = / / E(t)cos oj^t exp(-jcot)dt
(3)
where the constant A is equated to unity here and in the remaining
analyses. It is well known [Ref. 2, pp. 322-4] that Eq. (3) reduces
to
V(f) = ^(f - f^) + ^E(f + f^) (4)
where E(f) is the spectrum of the modulating signal given by
27
=/.E(f) = / E(t)exp(-jajt)dt. From Eq . (A) it is seen that the carrier
•J
—oo
spectral term is missing. This conclusion establishes the well-known
result that Eq . (2) represents a double-sideband, suppressed carrier,
amplitude-modulated signal.
In the experimental work of this investigation, E(t) is a square
wave. The time waveform of the square-wave modulated carrier is given
'''
„ (5)
v(t) = y sin[(2n-l) v/2] {cos[co - (2n-l)a) ]t - cos[a3 + (2n-l)aj ]t}
^l (2n-l) V2 o m o m
For the case of PRM by a square-wave, the modulated-carrier spectrum is
00
(f\ = y sinf(2n-l)TT/2]
Jir, (2n-l)TT/2n-i
6{f - [f - (2n-l)f ]}
o m
6{f - [f + (2n-l)f^]}
o m
(6)
where V(f) is the one-sided spectrum and f is the fundamental frequency
m
of the square-wave modulating signal. In Eq . (6), 6(x) is the ordinary
Dirac delta function having a value of unity when its argument x is
zero and a value of zero elsewhere. For E(t) a square wave, v(t) and
its spectrum V(f) are as shown in Figs. 10b and 10c respectively. If
E(t) is not periodic, i.e., a random two-level signal, then the mod-
ulated carrier spectrum V(f) is continuous rather than discrete.
Bennett [Ref. 2, pp. 315-21] presents an interesting probabilistic
analysis of the time waveform and the spectrum of a carrier modulated
by a random binary signal. His analysis, applicable to PRM, assumes
the encoding system in use provides a fixed probability of a mark
and space occurring. The results of Bennett's analysis are in the
same form as Eqs
. (2) and (4) except that the terms are weighted with
the specific probabilities of occurrence of each level of E(t) .
28
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(c ) PRM carrier one- sided spectrum
FIG. 10. ILLUSTRATION OF THE TIME AND FREQUENCY DESCRIPTIONS
OF A CARRIER PHASE-REVERSAL MODULATED BY A SQUARE WAVE.
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B. Coherent Demodulation of a PRM Carrier
The various methods of coherent demodulation of a phase-reversal
modulated signal have been analyzed by various authors. Three basic
types of coherent demodulation emerge: coherent, differentially co-
herent and partially coherent. In coherent detection of PRM the un-
modulated carrier frequency and phase are known exactly. As a result
coherent detection is optimum in the sense that it provides the lowest
probability of error P^ for all values of SNR [Ref. 2, pp. 210-20;
Ref. 5].
In the differentially coherent detection system the data (switch-
ing) rate is known exactly and the carrier phase is estimated by com-
paring the signal of the present switching interval with the signal of
the immediately preceding switching interval. The differentially co-
herent detection system suffers a one db degradation in performance
relative to the coherent detection system [Ref. 4].
The partially coherent detection system uses a phase-locked loop
to derive the local reference from the input signal, typically by using
the loop feed back (error) signal as a measure of the variation of the
input signal phase. The performance of this detection system approaches
that of the optimum coherent detection system, but the operation is a
function of a number of variables each of which can degrade perform-
ance [Ref. 6]
.
The minimum attainable probability of error P for a binary data
transmission system has been shown to be
P^ = |(1 - erf-/E/N ) (7)
e z o
where E is the signal energy per bit and N the noise power per Hz of
O r r
band width [Ref. 4]. The term E is calculated by multiplying the average
30
carrier signal power by the fundamental switching interval T of the
m
modulating waveform. For pure PRM the envelope is a constant A and
2the power in the signal relative to a one-ohm resistor is A /2 (or
E = T^/2 = l/2fj^ for A = 1) .
To compare the band-limited asynchronous demodulation system with
the coherent system, it is necessary to determine the effect of band-
limiting on the performance of the coherent system. The average power
of the PRM signal is calculated by [Ref. 7, pp. 267-82]
T




For a square-wave modulated PRM carrier, v(t) and V(f) are given
by Eqs. (5) and (6) respectively. For the case of four spectral com-
ponents in the pass band of the filter Eq . (8) gives P ^ .45A .
The energy per bit of the band-limited PRM carrier is about 90% of that
of the unfiltered PRM carrier or about -.46 db less. If it is assumed
that the noise spectrum is a constant N the degradation in perform-
ance of the coherent system due to band limiting is approximately 0.5
db. Therefore, the optimum performance curve of Fig. 5 is shifted to
the right about 0.5 db to give the performance of the filtered (4 side-
frequency case) PRM carrier.
For the case of a 50 kHz pass band containing exactly four spec-
tral components (square-wave modulation) the maximum and minimum
switching rates are 12.5 kHz and 8.4 kHz respectively. An additional
degradation factor of 8.4/12.5 or up to 1.65 db could occur due to
improper utilization of the filter passband; i.e., the 8.4 kHz switch-
ing rate permits a greater total noise power without increasing the
signal power appearing at the fixed bandpass filter output, whereas
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the 12,5 kHz data rate utilizes all of the filter passband.
In the experiment a switching rate of 10.6 kHz was used. For the
four spectral component case. Fig. 11 shows the optimum detection curve
of Fig. 5 displaced horizontally to the right bv 1.7 db . This dis-
placement accounts for practical nerformance (-0.5 db) , band limiting
power loss (-0.5 db) and band utilization loss (-0.7 db) . In Fig. 11
the asynchronous demodulation system experimental performance curve
for the bandlimited case (four side frequencies retained) is also shown
for comparison.
C. Asynchronous Demodulation of a 'PRM Carrier
Filtering the PRM carrier results in an amplitude-modulated
carrier. The form of the envelope of the filtered PRM carrier depends
on the type of filtering used. Using the expression of PRM by a square
wave given in Eq . (5), Gumming [Ref. 8] noted that if only those fre-
quency components of the spectrum above the carrier frequency f are
o
present in the output of a highnass filter (single side band filtering
or positive integer values of n in Eq . (5)) the resultant time wave-
form will have spikes approaching infinite amplitude at the points of
phase-reversal. This may be seen by considering Eq . (5) after re-
writing it to account for the high pass filtering
no
V (t) = r sin[(2n-l) n/2] {^^g^^ + (2n-l)a3 ]t} (9)
u
^"1^ (2n-l)-FT/2 o m
Since v (t) is periodic with period 271/00 and since
u m
00
V (0) = y —2— = ^
u ^^ T<2n-1)
then V (t) assumes values of infinity whenever the unfiltered carrier
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FIG. 11. A COMPARISON OF THE PERFORMANCE OF COHERENT
AND ASYNCHRONOUS DEMODULATION SYSTEMS. The carrier
is phase-reversal modulated by a square wave. Four






(b) Highpass filter output
FIG. 12. AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE WAVEFORM OBTAINED BY
REMOVING THE LOWER-SIDE-FREQUENCY COMPONENTS OF A CARRIER
PHASE-REVERSAL MODULATED BY A SQUARE WAVE.
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waveform E(t) can be simply recovered from v (t) with a threshold de-
u
tector and modest logic circuitry. In practice it is neither possible
because of transmitter filtering, nor desirable because of the noise
problem, to retain many of the frequency components of v(t). There-
fore, it is the purpose of this study to determine the suitability of
a "narrowband" filter - threshold detector combination as a demodulator
system.
For the case of a carrier phase-reversal modulated by a square
wave and filtered by an "ideal" bandpass filter, the filter output
v^(t) is, using Eq. (5)
k
v^(t) = y sin[(2n-l) v/2] (cos[a) - (2n-l)Lo ]t} (11a)
f
^i (2n-l) 7t/2 o ^
k
= y slnX(2n-l) V2] [cos(2n-l)aj tjcosco t
^4-1 (2n-l)7T/2 m o
k
+ y sin[(2n-l) 7T/2J [sin(2n-l)oj t]sina) t (lib)
n^i (2n-l) V2
' m J o
= R(t)cos(jo^t + S(t)sinaj^t (lie)
The lower limit i and the upper limit k of the indexing integer n
are determined by the lower and upper cutoff frequencies respectively
of the filter. The one-sided spectrum of v^(t) of Eq . (11) is
V (f) = f ^^"I^^":V^J [6{f - [f - (2n-l)f ]}] (12)f ^^ (2n-l) -n/Z o ni
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Fig. 13 shows the one-sided spectrum of the bandpass filter output















FIG. 13. AN EXAMPLE OF THE ONE-SIDED SPECTRUM OF THE OUTPUT
OF A BANDPASS FILTER EXCITED BY A CARRIER PHASE-REVERSAL
MODULATED BY A SQUARE WAVE.
The envelope X (t) of the filtered time waveform of Eq. (11) is
given by
Xg(t) = a/ R^(t) + S^Ct) (13)
where R(t) and S(t) are defined in Eq. (lie).
Using Eq. (13) a number of computer calculations were made to de-
termine the envelope of a square-wave-modulated PRM carrier after band-
pass filtering. The results where only the upper (above f ) spectral
components are passed by the filter (n in Eq. (11) takes on positive
integer values) are considered first. These results are mathematically
the same if the same number of the lower spectral components are passed
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by the filter. Figs. lAa, b, c, d, e and f show the resulting envelope
for 3, 4, 5, 10, 25 and 50 spectral components respectively. Figs.
lAa, b and c additionally show the envelope obtained experimentally.
The two envelope characteristics of importance for AM detection
are the peak-to-valley ratio of the envelope and the width of the major
lobe which occurs each time the carrier phase is switched. Fig. 15
shows the envelope peak-to-valley ratio in db (10 log V /V . ) as a
' ^
-' ° max mm
function of the number of spectral components passed by the filter. It
is seen that the peak-to-valley ratio does not increase appreciably as
the number of side frequencies (filter pass band for fixed f ) is in-
m
creased. This is to be expected since the amplitude of the n spectral
component in the square-wave modulated case is 2/[(2n-l)TT] and slightly
more than 99% of the signal power is contained in the first ten spec-
tral components.
Fig. 16 indicates the pulse width (half power points) of the en-
velope as a function of the number of spectral components for PRM
by a square wave. As shown in Fig. 16, the pulse width decreases as
the number of side frequencies increases. With ten spectral compo-
nents in the filter passband, the pulse width is 6% of the switching
interval. It appears, therefore, that ten or less spectral components
in the square wave modulation case are adequate in a practical system.
Hence, the bandwidth of the filter need be no greater than 19f , where
m
f is the fundamental frequency of the modulating square wave. In
m
practice, as few as four spectral components will provide satisfactory
performance as shown by this study.
The envelope of a filtered carrier PRM by a square wave was de-
termined with the aid of a computer for a number of cases where the
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Envelope Peok-to-Volley Rotio (db)
FIG. 15. A PLOT OF THE NUMBER OF SIDE FREQUENCIES
VS ENVELOPE PEAK-TO-VALLEY RATIO. The carrier is
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Pulse Width ( Degrees)
50 60 70
FIG. 16. A PLOT OF THE NUMBER OF SIDE FREQUENCIES
VS WIDTH OF THE ENVELOPE MAJOR LOBE. The carrier
is phase-reversal modulated by a square wave.
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components only. Fig. 17 shows the resulting envelope when four spec-
tral components are taken symmetrically about the carrier frequency
(the first two upper and first two lower side frequencies) in curve A.
The calculated envelope of the four upper side frequencies is also
shown in curve B. As shown in Fig. 17 the major lobes that formerly
occur at the switching times of the carrier phase become nulls. For
the case of symmetrical filtering, the envelope flattens between the
switching points and the nulls narrow as the number of spectral com-
ponents in the filter pass band increase.
Fig. 18 shows a family of calculated envelopes of a filtered
carrier PRM by a square wave with eight of the upper side frequencies
included in the filter pass band. For curve A the first eight side
frequencies (above the carrier) are included. For curve B the spectrum
consists of the second through the ninth side frequencies simulating
the case of a bandpass filter whose lower cutoff frequency is too
large. For curve C the spectrum consists of the first lower and first
eight upper side frequencies simulating the case of a bandpass filter
whose lower cutoff frequency is too small. Comparison of curves A and
C shows that curve C begins to take the form of the envelope resulting
from symmetrical filtering (curve A of Fig. 17). Comparison of curves
A and B shows the shape factors to be approximately the same; the
loss of signal power is evident, however, in curve B.
Having established the form of the envelope resulting from fil-
tering the PRM carrier (Eq. (13)), we now consider the performance of
the AM detection portion of the asynchronous demodulation system.
As indicated by Fig. 19, with a fixed threshold level V
, each
d
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the threshold detector as a pulse signifying a switch in the carrier
V,







(b) Threshold level detector output
FIG. 19. WAVEFORMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ASYNCHRONOUS DEMODULATION SYSTEM.
The carrier Is phase-reversal modulated by a square wave.
phase. When noise is present in the filter output, random fluctu-
ations of the envelope occur. If these fluctuations cause the envelope
to exceed V, with no switch in carrier phase then a false pulse occurs
in the threshold detector output. If the noise-generated envelope
fluctuations depress the envelope belov; V , a pulse will be missing in
d
the threshold detector output.
Calculation of the error statistics is not easily accomplished
when the time waveform of the envelope is a continuously varying func-
tion. For the case of discrete (on-off) generation of the envelope
the results are well known [Ref. 2, pp. 151-60; Ref. 9, pp. 159-70;
Ref. 10, pp. 304-12; Ref. 11, pp. 287-95]. By dividing the switching
interval into discrete periods of time and determining the time
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average of the envelope of v (t) in each period, the errpr prob-
abilities may be approximated using the methods applicable to on-off
keying of the carrier. With the aid of Fig. 20, the error prob-
abilities can be determined for each interval. The system error prob-
ability is then obtained by averaging over the various intervals.
p(Vs,)
FIG. 20. CURVES OF THE PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS OF ENVELOPE
LEVELS WITH ADDITIYE GAUSSIAN NOISE. Shaded area A is the
probability of a miss when the carrier envelope is at level V^
.
Shaded area B is the probability of a false pulse occuring
when the carrier envelope is at level V„.
This calculation of the approximate probability of error for the
asynchronous demodulation system is difficult, however, even for the
cas-e where the signal envelope X (t) is expressed analytically (Eq. (13))
s
Such a calculation was not attempted in this study.
To reduce the error rate of the asynchronous demodulator, a pulse-
width discriminator was considered. The PWD passes pulses from the
level detector to the flip flop (see Fig. 22) only when the envelope
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voltage X (t) exceeds a threshold level V, for an interval of time
in excess of a predetermined value T , . The probability-of-error cal-
culation in this case is equivalent to a solution of the zero-crossing
problem. The zero-crossing problem (or in this case the level-
crossing problem) is, in general, unsolved [Ref. 10, pp. 485-98;
Ref . 12].
It was determined experimentally that minimum error rate for a
given SNR was obtained when T, was set approximately at one-fifth of
the value of the interval during which the envelope X (t) of v (t)
s f
exceeds the threshold V . Somewhat surprisingly the threshold level
Vj which minimized the error rate was approximately one-third the





Two basic PRM detectors were considered in the experimental work:
the coherent detection system shown in block diagram form as Fig. 21
and the asynchronous detection system shown in block diagram form as
Fig. 22. Figs. 21 and 22 are partitioned to show the equipment and
signals which would be associated with the transmitter, the propagation
path and the receiver in a radio link. The transmitter equipment is
common to both the coherent and the asynchronous detection systems
considered.
A ring modulator is used to obtain the PRM signal. Fig. 23a shows
the ring modulator circuit. The sinusoidal carrier is applied at
port A and the modulating signal at port B. The resulting phase-
reversal modulated carrier appears at port C. The operation of the
ring modulator [Ref. 11, pp. 176-8] depends on the modulating signal
E(t) applying bias to the switching diodes so that the paths which
couple the input and the output are switched at each change of state
of E(t)
. Figs. 23b, c, d and e show the operation of the modulator
with the back-biased diodes omitted for clarity in each case. R is
^
s
the modulating signal source impedance. Fig. 23 indicates that the
output (port C) equals the input at port A or its inverse (180 out
of phase) depending on the state of the modulating signal E(t).
Figs. 24a and b are typical photographs of the modulator output. A
Relcom MIC double balanced mixer is used as the ring modulator.
The RF signal generator shown in Figs. 21 and 22 is a General
Radio bridge oscillator Type 1330-A. The modulation source and clock-
gate generators are Datapulse Model 101 pulse generators. The master
52
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(b) E(t) is pos t'vei port A has a
positive potential.



















(d) E(t ) is negative; port A has
positive potential.
(e) E (t) is negative; port A
has a negative; potential.
FIG. 23. CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS OF A RING MODULATOR
AND 0^ EQUIVALENT AC CIRCUITS.
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a. Compressed time scale.
''
i\ n
ii n A A A t
. , iU v-4 * 4
^
I K M' y n y .
b. Expanded time scale.
FIG. 24. PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE OUTPUT OF A RING MODULATOR.
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clock is a General Radio unit pulse generator Type 1217-B.
The rest of this chapter describes the individual elements
of the two detection systems and details the techniques used to ob-
tain the results.
A. Coherent Demodulation System
This section presents the components of the coherent demodulation
system and then discusses the experimental procedure.
1. Circuitry
As shown in Fig. 21, the coherent demodulation system con-
sists of a demodulator, integrator, threshold device and error count-
ing circuitry.
a. Demodulator
A ring modulator identical to that used as the mod-
ulator is used as a demodulator. Its operation is slightly different,
however. When the PRM signal is applied at port A of the circuit of
Fig. 23a and a sinusoid of frequency f Hertz is applied at port C
the ring modulator acts like a product device with the resulting pro-
duct appearing at port B. The product s(t) of a PRM cosine wave v(t)
and a reference cosine wave r(t) of the same frequency and phase is
s(t) = v(t)r(t) = [E(t)cosaj^t][cosa3^t] = E(t) [1 + y cos2aj^t] (14)
Since E(t) takes on values +1 or -1 only, then the DC term in
Eq. (14) depends on the sign (phase) of E(t). Referring to Figs.
23b, c, d, and e the source resistance R becomes the load resistance
developing the output voltage. The form of the AC term will not in
practice be exactly as given by Eq . (14). The operating point on the
characteristic curve of the diodes and hence the final form of the
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output depends on uhe magnitudes of the signal and reference voltages.
Fig. 25 shows a typical demodulator output waveform when the signal
and reference voltages are approximately equal.
FIG. 25. PHOTOGRAPH OF THE OUTPUT OF THE COHERENT DEMODULATOR.
b. Integrator
In Fig. 21, the output of the coherent demodulator s(t)
is integrated using a lowpass RC filter. The DC component of the de-
modulator output generates a positive or negative ramp function for
E(t) positive or negative respectively. A signal of approximately 10
volts and one microsecond duration is generated by the master clock
and used to dump the contents of the integrator at the end of each
switching period by saturating a transistor shunting the capacitor in
the RC filter. The dumped integrator output is amplified by a high
input impedance amplifier to a peak level of approximately +1.5 volts
and an adjustable DC level is applied to the ramp function before it
excites the level detector.
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c. Level Detector
The level detector in Fig. 21 is a Schmitt trigger cir-
cuit with adjustable trigger levels and is used to detect those levels
of the ramp voltage representing the set threshold levels of the
positive ramp (mark) and the negative ramp (space). In the absence
of noise, the output of the Schmitt trigger is the restored modulation
waveform E(t) delayed in time.
d. Error Detector
In Fig. 21 the error detector compares the level detector
output (restored modulation waveform) with the original modulating
waveform. A lack of coincidence in a switching interval is detected
as an error. The clock gate compensates for the delay in the re-
stored modulation waveform introduced by the integration and detection
process. A Datapulse Model 101 pulse generator operating in the
triggered variable-delay output mode is used for the clock-gate gen-
erator. The error detector output pulses are counted with a Hewlett-
Packard FR 38/U frequency counter to obtain a cumulative error count.
Details of the error detection circuitry are contained in Appendix B.
2. Test Procedure
Using the coherent demodulation system of Fig. 21, experi-
mental data was compiled on the number of errors which occur in 20
successive ten-second periods at a data rate of approximately 6 kHz
for various ratios of signal-to-noise power. This phase of the ex-
periment also provides a basis for the measurement of signal-to-noise
power ratios in a 1 MHz band by comparing these test results with the
theoretical and experimental results of other authors [Ref. 5; Ref. 13].
Fig. 5 is a plot of the probability of error obtained in this study
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vs. the sif^nal-to-noise power ratio (SNR)
The noise generator of Fig. 21 is an Elgenco, Inc. Model
603A. The output of the noise generator in the 500 kHz band mode
is mixed with a 500 kHz sinusoid to produce a 1 MHz band of Gaussian
noise. The input and output amplitude spectra were observed to be
of equal amplitude making it possible to use the noise spectral den-
sity conversion figures supplied with the noise generator directly.
Additionally, the amplitude of the noise spectrum was compared with
a monochromatic signal amplitude in the spectrum analyzer as a
check on the conversion factors.
Signal power is determined bv measuring the PRM carrier
amplitude and calculating its RMS power. The energy per bit is
found by dividing the signal power bv the data rate [Ref. 3]. The
ratio of E to N is then
o
2
E/N = 10 log l±Jll!. db (15)
° (V^ X 1.2 X 10-3)2
where V is the RMS voltage of the PRM carrier, f is the data rate
s ' m
and V is the RMS voltmeter reading of the noise generator,
n o o
The effects of the addition of noise on the channel are
seen in Figs. 26 and 27 which show the demodulator input and output
respectively in an E/N environment of approximately one db . (Compare
with T^igs. 24a and 25.)
Figs. 28a and b respectively are photographs of typical in-
tegrator outputs when the channel is clear (E/N ^ » ) and when E/N
o o
is approximately 1 db
.
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FIG. 26. PHOTOGRAPH OF THE SUM OF THE OUTPUT OF THE RING MODULATOR
AND GAUSSIAN NOISE. The signal-to-noise ratio is 1 db.
FIG. 27. PHOTOGRAPH OF THE OUTPUT OF THE COHERENT DEMODULATOR
EXCITED BY THE MODULATED CARRIER PLUS GAUSSIAN NOISE. The
signal-to-noise ratio is 1 db.
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With carrier only.
b. With carrier plus gaussian noise. The
signal-to-noise ratio is 1 db.
FIG. 28. PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE OUTPUT OF THE INTEGRATOR OF THE
COHERENT DEMODULATOR.
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B. Asynchronous Demodulation System
This section presents the components of the asynchronous demod-
ulation system and then discusses the experimental procedure.
1. Circuitry
As shown in Fig. 22, the asynchronous demodulation system con-
sidered in this study consists of a bandpass filter, envelope detector,
threshold detector, pulse width descriminator , flip-flop circuit and
error detector. Additional details on some of the circuits used in
the asynchronous demodulation system are presented in Appendix B.
a. Mechanical Filter
As shown in Chapter 3 the asynchronous demodulation sys-
tem first converts phase modulation to amplitude modulation and then
detects the AM in a conventional manner. The PM-to-AM conversion is
accomplished by filtering the PRM signal using a mechanical filter.
Preliminary investigation of the filter characteristics
indicated a filter with band width sufficient to pass 6 to 10 side
bands would be satisfactory. The relation between the minimum number
of side bands (produced by square wave modulation) and the filter band"
width is expressed by
B = (2n - l)f (16)
m
where B is the filter bandwidth in Hz, n is the number of side bands
and f is the square-wave (modulation) frequency. Note that one cycle
m
of the square wave modulation contains a mark and a space and there-
fore the data (switching) rate is 2f . A filter bandwidth of 50 kHz,
m
containing not less than 10 side bands, has a data rate of 5200 bits
per second and for a minimum of 6 side bands a data rate of 9100 bits
per second. These switching rates give reasonable latitude for
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investigation of both higher and lower numbers of side bands. The
Collins Radio Company F500-Y-500 mechanical filter was used in the ex-
periment.
Measurements made of the attenuation vs . frequency charac-
teristics of the filter actually used are presented in Fig. 29 together
with the theoretical filter response (supplied by Collins Radio Co.).
The lack of a "flat" filter response characteristic had to be compen-
sated for by carefully choosing the sideband frequencies so that the
input and output spectral components maintained as closely as possible
the same amplitude relation. Additionally, it was not possible to find
spectral components above five in number that would give a reasonable
match from input to output.
F500Y-500
470 475 4 80 485 490 4 95 500 505 5IO 515 520 525 530
Frequency kHz
FIG. 29. PLOTS OF THE AMPLITUDE VS FREQUENCY RESPONSE
OF THE MECHANICAL FILTER (PM-TO-AM CONVERTER).
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Figs. 30a and b show respectively the input and output spectrum of
the filter for four side frequencies.
a. Unfiltered carrier (input to the filter).
b. After filtering (output of the filter)
FIG. 30. PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE SPECTRUM OF A CARRIER PHASE-REVERSAL
MODULATED BY A SQUARE WAVE. Four spectral components are retained
by the filter.
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Figs. 31a and b show respectively the input and output spectrum of the
filter for six side bands and clearly illustrate the frequency char-
acteristics of the mechanical filter used.
a. Unfiltered carrier (input to the filter).
b. After filtering (output of the filter).
FIG. 31. PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE SPECTRUM OF A CARRIER PHASE-REVERSAL




The SSB filter of Fig. 22 is followed by an envelope
detector. The filter converts the PRM signal to an AM signal having
major lobes corresponding to the phase-reversals. The carrier is re-
moved by the envelope detector. The envelope detector circuit is a
half wave rectifier followed by a lowpass RC filter. It is noted
that it is not necessary to accurately preserve the exact shape of the
envelope and in fact this may not be possible with a fixed element
circuit over a large range of switching rates. It was observed that
slight attenuation of the higher order side frequencies did not affect
the envelope peak-to-valley ratio, but this attenuation did reduce the
side lobes. (See Figs, 32a and b.)
c. Threshold Detector
In Fig, 22, the envelope detector is followed by a
Schmitt trigger which is realized with a single Fairchild RTyL 9914
(dual, two-input NOR gate) integrated circuit. The adjustable trigger
levels are set to produce an output pulse whenever the major lobe of the
carrier envelope occurs. The output of the Schmitt trigger is a pulse
of 15-40 microseconds duration and of approximately 1.5 volts amplitude.
The width of the pulse is a function of the wave shape of the envelope
and of the trigger level.
d. Pulse Width Discriminator
The addition of noise at the input of the mechanical
filter produces many large amplitude, short-duration pulses on the en-
velope of the carrier. These narrow pulses trigger the threshold de-
tector. It was found that the error rate could be reduced (See Fig. 7)
by using a pulse width discriminator (PWD) following the Schmitt
trigger of Fig. 22. The PWD eliminates those pulses whose duration is
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a. Output of the mechanical filter (PM-toAM converter).
b. Output of the envelope detector. Note the suppression
of the minor lobes of the envelope of the signal shown
in (a).
FIG. 32. PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE CARRIER AND ENVELOPE RESULTING AFTER PM-TO-AM
CONVERSION. The carrier is phase-reversal modulated by a square wave.
Four spectral components of the modulated carrier are passed by the filter,
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less than a preset (adjustable) value. The PWD circuit used in the
experiment employs two Fairchild RTyL 9914 integrated circuits. The
incoming pulse is delayed a set length of time T and this delayed
replica of the pulse is used as a gating signal. The undelayed pulse
will cause a positive pulse in the output of the PI^JD coincidence gate
only when the delayed replica pulse also exists. Thus if the incoming
pulse duration is shorter than the delay there is no output from the





The input to the flip flop of Fig. 22 is a positive pulse
corresponding in time to a major lobe of the envelope (180° phase switch)
if the pulse is of sufficient duration to be passed by the pulse width
discriminator. This positive pulse is inverted twice and amplified to
3.6 volts. The additional inversion will be explained in the following
section.
The 3.6 volts positive pulse is applied at the CP term-
inal of a Fairchild RTPL 9923 (JK Flip Flop). The other input terminals
of the flip flop are grounded and the resultant output is a pulse train
where each pulse is switched on by the positive going edge of the input
pulse and switched off by the positive-going edge of the next pulse.
Thus the output of the flip flop corresponds to the modulation input
wave form or its inverse delayed in time.
f Error Detector
The error detector used in the asynchronous detection
system of Fig. 22 is identical to that of the coherent detection system
of Fig. 21. This method of restoring the modulation is ambiguous in the
sense that it is not known whether the modulating signal or its inverse
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is present at the output of the flip flop. If the inverse is present,
which would occur in the event of a missed pulse or a false pulse,
the error detector records an error for each successive bit until the
reference and detected waveforms are returned to coincidence. These
additional error counts are not actual errors in the differential de-
tection system and must be eliminated from the error count. This is
accomplished by feeding back a narrow pulse from the output of the
error detector to "correct" the previous error. The output of the
error detector is differentiated to obtain a narrow (approximately
three microsecond) positive pulse. This pulse is amplified, delayed
by about four microseconds and reinserted at one input of a NOR gate
(the output of the pulse width discriminator being the second input to
this NOR gate) . The NOR gate output is inverted and applied to the
flip flop. This additionally inserted pulse causes a change of state
at the output of the flip flop bringing the detected pulse in coin-
cidence with the reference.
2. Test Procedure
In Fig. 22 the error detector supplies negative pulses to the
error counter. A Hewlett-Packard PR-38/U frequency counter with video
amplifier unit is used to count errors in 20 successive 10 second in-
tervals. These errors are basically single switching errors but sev-
eral errors may be produced in one clock gate interval.
The noise generator (Elgenco, Inc. Model 603A) output is
applied to the filter input. The voltage in the 50 kHz band at the fil-
ter output is measured with a AN/USF - 106 voltmeter. The AN/USM -
106 voltmeter is a broad band AC voltmeter which accurately reads the
RMS voltage of a monochromatic wave. This voltmeter also reads a
voltage proportional to the RMS value of a complex signal containing
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two or more frequency components. The ratio of the voltage reading V
of the signal alone (containing several side frequencies) to the voltage
reading V of the noise alone is a measure of signal to noise ratio in
a 50 kHz band:
S/N = 20 log^o Vg/V^ (17)
This relation is verified by comparison with the amplitude spectra
observed using a spectrum analyzer.
In the experiment, data rates of 8 kHz to 12 kHz were used
(single switching periods of 80 to 120 microseconds) . The time delay
in the detected waveform was typically 25% of the switching interval.
As the number of side bands increases, the major peaks of the envelope
increase in amplitude and become narrower; however, the delay is
additionally a function of the trigger level, transmission delays and
time jitter introduced by noise, etc. The 25% delay results in approxi-
mately 50% of the switching interval when the detected and reference wave
form coincide. The coincidence interval is further reduced by early or
late triggering caused by noise, etc. The result is that a m.aximum
clock-gate width of 30% of the switching period is optimum in the sense
that false errors are not generated and an excessive number of true
errors are not omitted from the count.
Experimental trials using different clock-gate widths show
that the probability of error for a given signal-to-noise ratio is a
weak function of the clock-gate width. As shown in Fig. 33, the clock-
gate width does not change the basic shape of the P vs. SNR curve in
the range of practical interest [P^ less than 10 ], but it does shift
the curve by about one db to the right when the clock gate is in-
creased from 5 to 30 microseconds while holding all other parameters
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constant. It was necessary to pick some standard clock-gate width
for the remaining experiments. Considering the data rates necessary
to limit the side band content of the filtered signal it was decided
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FIG. 32. EXPERIMENTALLY DERIVED CURVES SHOWING IHE EFFECT





A number of conclusions concerning asynchronous demodulation of a
phase-reversal-modulated carrier have been drawn and are presented in
this chapter.
1. The measured performance of the asynchronous demodulation sys-
tem relative to the optimum performance of coherent systems requires
an approximately 12 db larger signal-to-noise power ratio for the same
probability of error [Ref. 2, pp. 225-39].
2. The asynchronous demodulation system is relatively easy to
design and may use circuits and components that require a minimum of
sophistication in construction and operation. The asynchronous demod-
ulation system used in this report consists of a bandpass filter, a
conventional AM detector and two basic logic circuits (pulse width
discriminator and flip flop).
3. A modulation system designed for use with an asynchronous
demodulator may be simpler and less expensive than one designed for
use with a coherent demodulator. This is so because an asynchronous
demodulator does not demand a highly stable carrier frequency or data
rate for successful operation.
4. A given asynchronous demodulator design may be used to monitor
various data channels having different carrier frequencies or data
rates. Such diverse applications are not generally possible with many
coherent demodulator designs.
5. The asynchronous demodulation system performance may be im-
proved by lowering the data rate (passing a greater number of spectral
components through the fixed bandpass filter) without requiring a re-
adjustment of the receiver. This can be contrasted with the bandlimited
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differentially coherent demodulator, which requires that the delay
line in the receiver be changed when the data rate is changed.
B. Recoimnendations
The investigation conducted in this study suggests several
additional areas of investigation. Some of these are listed here.
1. Extend work to consider other means of reducing effects of
noise on the asynchronous demodulation system.
2. Improve the error detection process to permit an exact com-
parison of the demodulated waveform and modulating waveform E(t).
3. Investigate system performance using random modulating signals.
4. Conduct a computer simulation of the statistical properties of
the asynchronous demodulation system with the pulse width discriminator
(and any future improvements) to determine the optimum values of various
system parameters under a variety of operating conditions.
5. Study the effect on system performance of using different
filtering techniques including weighting of spectral components.
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Appendix A
DIFFERENTIATION AS AN ASYNCHRONOUS METHOD OF DETECTION OF A
PHASE-REVERSAL MODULATED CARRIER
As shown in Chapter 3, the expression for a phase-reversal-
modulated carrier is
v(l) - E(c)cosu)Qt (2)
where E(t) is the modulating function having values +1 or -1. If this
wave form is differentiated the resulting expression is
v'(t) = E'(t)cosaj t - uJ E(t)sinca t (A-1)
o o o
where the prime denotes differentiation. Eq . (A-1) shows the differ-
entiated output represented as the sum of inphase and quadrature carrier
terms o The quadrature term has the same form as the modulated carrier.
The term E'(t) is a train of alternately positive and negative spikes
(approximately delta functions) . The disadvantage of this method of
demodulation is immediately apparent by an examination of the first
term of Eq. (A-1). The bipolar spikes are modified by the term
cosuj t and thus the spike amplitude and polarity will depend on the
value of cosw t at the time of switching of E(t) . In an asynchronous
system there is no fixed relation between the modulation and the
carrier phase- Therefore, although some spikes will appear at full
amplitude, some will be diminished and some will be eliminated; i.e.
,
those nonzero values of E'(t) which occur when t is such that oo t =
o
k n/2 for k an integer. Fig. A-1 is a single trace photograph of the
output of a differentiator (high pass CR filter) which shows the
variation in spike amplitude. Due to the narrowness of the spikes
this photo was retouched to show the spikes clearly.
A second consideration which makes this method generally un-
acceptable is apparent from Fig. A-2 which shows the same signal and
added Gaussian noise (SNR = 12 db) at the differentiator output. The
noise voltage level and form after differentiation makes threshold de-
tection of E' (t) difficult even at moderate signal-to-noise power ratios.
For these reasons, investigation of the use of a differentiator as an
asynchronous demodulator was not considered further.
FIG. A-1. PHOTOGRAPH OF THE OUTPUT OF A DIFFERENTIATOR EXCITED BY A
CARRIER WHICH HAS BEEN PHASE-REVERSAL MODULATED BY A SQUARE WAVE.
Note the variable amplitudes of the voltage spikes which occur at
the phase reversals of the carrier.
FIG. A-2. PHOTOGRAPH OF THE OUTPUT OF A DIFFERENTIATOR EXCITED BY THE
SUM OF A CARRIER WHICH HAS BEEN PHASE-REVERSAL MODULATED BY A SQUARE
WAVE AND GAUSSIAN NOISE. The slgnal-to-noise ratio is 12 db.
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Appendix B
DETAILS OF CIRCUITS USED IN THE ASYNCHRONOUS DEMODULATION SYSTEM
This appendix details some of the circuits used in the experiment.
The envelope detector and Schmltt trigger are typical of those found in
standard reference works and are employed in the same manner. There-
fore, these circuits are presented without comment. Figs. 21 and 22
and the text of Chapter 4 indicate the complete network containing
these circuits.
Fig. B-1 shows the circuit of the envelope detector. Envelope
detection is accomplished by the diode and the two stage RC low pass




FIG. B-1. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE ENVELOPE DETECTOR.
Fig. B-2 shows the Schmltt trigger circuit used as the level de-
tector. The circuit consists of one Fairchild RTyL 9914 (dual, two-
Input NOR gate) Integrated circuit and two potentiometers. The 500 ohm
potentiometer controls the trigger level and the 6000 ohm potentiometer
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Resistance given in ohms.
FIG. B-2. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE SCHMITT TRIGGER.
Components labeled with an asterisk are external
to the Fairchild RT^iL 9914 integrated circuit.
Pulse Width Discriminator




















FIG. B-3. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE PULSE WIDTH
DISCRIMINATOR.
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Fairchild RTyL 9914 integrated circuits. A positive pulse of about
1.5 volts is produced at the input of the discriminator when the
Schmitt trigger is activated. The RC low pass filter in the upper
branch causes the voltage to rise slowly to approximately 0.9 volts
before the output of the inverter responds with a drop from 3.6 to
volts. The voltage at input A of NOR Gate #1 is a slightly delayed
negative pulse of approximately the same duration as that of the Sch-
mitt trigger input pulse. The RC time constant of the filter deter-
mines the delay and also the minimum-width pulse that the discriminator
will pass. In the lower branch the high-pass filter and clipper pro-
duces a fast rise time pulse which decays slowly until the Schmitt
trigger pulse turns off. The resulting negative pulse at the output
of NOR Gate //2 is transmitted by the .01 uf capacitor to the inverter
and causes a positive pulse to appear at the B input of NOR Gates //I
and #2. This pulse will persist until the .01 uf capacitor can recharge
to a voltage sufficient to switch off the inverter and terminate the
pulse. At NOR Gate #2 the inverter pulse (B input) insures the NOR
Gate output will not go positive until the capacitor is recharged to
the inverter cut off level. At NOR Gate //I the B input positive pulse
blocks any output (A is zero, B is positive and output is zero) until
B input returns to zero. If the A input negative pulse persists after
the B input pulse is removed, a positive output pulse results. If the
A input pulse turns off early, the pulse at inputs A and B of NOR
Gate #1 terminates with no output from the discriminator occurring.
B. Error Detector
The error detector must determine when the original modulating
wave form and the restored form of the modulation are not in exact
«1
agreement. To accomplish this an "exclusive OR" logic circuit was
utilized followed by a timing-gate circuit. [Ref. 14] The circuit in







FIG. B-4. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE ERROR DETECTOR.
circuits. The error detector compares the reference signal (A) and
the detected signal (B) and will give a positive pulse out when A and
B are both zero or when B and A are both zero, thereby forming A(5)B
logic (A0 B = A- B + A-B = A© B) .
The A + B is then inverted to produce the coincidence function
aO B = a B + AB = A@fe. The clock-gate pulse applied to the next
NOR gate is negative and is represented by C. The logical expression
is (A® B) + C = (A@B) * C which is inverted by the RTyL 9900 to form
(A @ B) • C. Thus if A and B are not in exact coincidence during the
•
•
"ck gate interval, a negative pulse appears at the output of the
error detector.
C. Error Correction Loop
The necessity for and the operation of the error correction loop




















FIG. B-5. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE ERROR CORRECTION SYSTEM.
error is detected the RC high pass filter differentiates the error
pulse producing first a negative and then a positive voltage spike of
about 3ysec duration. The diode clips off the positive pulse. The
negative pulse is amplified by a Hewlett-Packard 467A power amplifier
and delayed and inverted by an AD-YU 2013 lumped constant variable
delay line. The resulting positive pulse is clamped to ground poten-
tial and applied to one input of a dual NOR logic circuit (one half of
a Fairchild RTyL 9914) . This NOR gate accepts positive pulses from
the pulse width descriminator or from the correction loop. Either
pulse will cause a change of state of the flip flop, thus correcting
the detected error. The exact delay in the correction loop is a func-
tion of the pulse width out of the PWD and is set to insure that the
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